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ABSTRACT

:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To improve resisting pressure toward refrigerant
pressure by connecting headers of a heat exchanger with a plurality of tubes
arranged in parallel, distributing carbon dioxide which flows into one header
from a refrigerating cycle to the plurality of tubes, and collecting the carbon
dioxide to the other header so as to be returned to the refrigerating cycle.

SOLUTION: In a heat exchanger for a refrigerating cycle which uses carbon
dioxide as refrigerant, tubes la-lc are arranged in parallel from the direction
of the windward side toward the leeward side with headers 4, 5 being attached
to both ends of the tubes la-lc. Specifically, fixing holes 4a-4c are opened
in each of the headers 4, 5 to fit the tubes la-lc into the fixing holes 4a-4c
by brazing. Further, water holding grooves 10a, 10b are formed at the end of
the tubes la-lc throughout the entire length thereof to prevent condensed water
from being flown by blowing air. Thus, the pressure of the refrigerant imposed
on the individual tubes la-lc are dispersed, thereby improving the resisting
pressure toward the refrigerant pressure.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the heat exchanger of the structure suitable for the

refrigerating cycle of carbon dioxide gas (C02), has the structure where the pressure of the refrigerant of

elevated-temperature high pressure can be borne especially, and relates to a heat exchanger with good
heat exchange effectiveness.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Although the conditioner for automobiles is used from the former, since

heat exchange of this conditioner for automobiles is carried out with a refrigerant (usually

chlorofluocarbon), a heat exchanger as shown in drawing 4 is used.

[0003] The heat exchanger shown in drawing..4 is the thing of the type called the Serpentine mold. A
header 4 and a header 5 are formed in this heat exchanger, and both the headers 4 and 5 are connected to

it through the tube 1 which has two or more refrigerant holes 7 to the interior crooked so that it might

fold up. Between the folded tubes 1, a fin 6 is attached in order to raise heat exchange effectiveness. In

addition, the installation holes 2 and 3 which fit the edge of a tube 1 in both the headers 4 and 5 are

formed, a tube 1 is fitted in these installation holes 2 and 3, and low attachment is carried out.

[0004] The refrigerant which circulates through a refrigerating cycle flows into a header 4, flows into a

header 5 through the refrigerant hole 7 by which opening was carried out to the tube 1, and is returned to

a refrigerating cycle. Although heat exchange is carried out while a refrigerant passes along a tube 1, the

effectiveness of this heat exchange is raised by the air sent by the fan who is not illustrated from the

illustration arrow head, and the fin 6 which extends a heat sinking plane product.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, the effect which it has on the natural environment

of chlorofluocarbon poses a problem, and development of the refrigerating cycle using the refrigerant

which replaces chlorofluocarbon serves as pressing need in the industrial world in recent years.

Although it has the advantage [ carbon dioxide gas ] in incombustibility in which there is little toxicity

although what used carbon dioxide gas (C02) attracts attention in the refrigerating cycle used for the

conditioner for automobiles, a pressure is very high, for example, they are 35 kg/Cm2 at the low-tension

side in 30 degrees C. It is 80 - 1 10 kg/Cm2 at extent and the high-tension side. It is extent and the piping

internal pressure at the time of a system stop is 100 kg/Cm2. It reaches. This pressure is the high

pressure of five to 7 times as compared with conventional chlorofluocarbon.

[0006] Since carbon dioxide gas must be made into high pressure in this way, the heat exchanger for

conventional chlorofluocarbon cannot be used as it is from a pressure-proof field, for example, when
opening of such an installation hole 2 is carried out, even if low attachment was carried out firmly at the

tube 1, it will be very difficult [ it / when the conventional heat exchanger as shown in drawing 5 is

used, opening of the installation hole 2 of the tube 1 as shown in drawing 5 (A) is greatly carried out to

the header 4, but ] to carry out for being alike so that high pressure can be borne with the present

magnitude. Moreover, since the opening area is large, the refrigerant hole 7 established in the tube 1 is

http://www4 . ipdl j po.go.j p/cgi-bin/tranwebcgiejj e 8/3 0/04
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also very difficult for the thing which can bear high pressure with current magnitude, without taking a

cure, such as high pressure being applied to the perimeter of a hole and thickening thickness, and which

is made like like.

[0007] In the case of the refrigerating cycle using carbon dioxide gas as a refrigerant, from such a

situation, it is required that the heat exchanger for carbon dioxide gas based on a different new concept

from the heat exchanger for chlorofluocarbon should be made.

[0008] The heat exchanger for carbon dioxide gas must be high proof-pressure structure with a natural

thing, and its heat exchange effectiveness must also be conventionally comparable as elegance. If such a

demand is taken into consideration, the Serpentine mold is suitable for considering as high pressure-

proofing. However, since thermal-conversion effectiveness should fall 20% to about 30%, it needs to

carry out the work which covers this point.

[0009] This invention is made so that it may respond to the above requests, and it also aims thermal-

conversion effectiveness at offer of the good heat exchanger for carbon-dioxide-gas refrigerating cycles

not to mention having the structure where the pressure of the refrigerant of elevated-temperature high

pressure can be borne.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention for attaining the above-mentioned purpose is

constituted as follows for every claim.

[001 1] Invention according to claim 1 is the Serpentine mold heat exchanger for refrigerating cycles for

which carbon dioxide gas is used as a refrigerant, and is a heat exchanger for carbon-dioxide-gas

refrigerating cycles characterized by constituting so that between the headers of the heat exchanger

concerned may be connected with juxtaposition by two or more tubes, the carbon dioxide gas which

flows into one header from said refrigerating cycle may be made to shunt toward said two or more tubes,

it may bring together in the header of another side and it may return to said refrigerating cycle.

[0012] Invention according to claim 2 is characterized by forming the slot for water splash proof in each

edge of two or more of said tubes in the heat exchanger for carbon-dioxide-gas refrigerating cycles

according to claim 1.

[0013]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, the outline of this invention is explained. Although it is inevitably

obliged to high proof-pressure structure as mentioned above when carbon dioxide gas is used for a

refrigerant, in this invention, fall prevention of a raise in pressure-proofing of a heat exchanger while

maintaining the present magnitude, and heat exchange effectiveness is aimed at by three devices called

the improvement in a proof pressure of ** tube, the improvement in a proof pressure of ** header unit,

and the improvement in ** heat dissipation effectiveness.

[0014] To the improvement in a proof pressure of ** tube, thickness of a tube was made conventionally

thinner than elegance, and, specifically, the bore diameter of a tube is minor-diameter-ized about to 1/4

as compared with the former. Although it is also possible to raise pressure-proofing by thickening board

thickness, when board thickness is thickened, it is for heat transfer effectiveness to get worse.

[0015] ** To the improvement in a proof pressure of a header unit, it attaches, opening area of a hole is

made small, and the pressure concerning per tube which should use as the tube of two or more trains the

tube which was conventionally, and should be carried out opening to a header is reduced. In fact,

aperture width of an installation hole is made about into 1/4, and opening depth is made about into 1/2.

That is, the opening area per tube is reduced about to 1/8.

[0016] ** The bend radius of a tube is made small, the count of bending per unit volume is made

[ many ], and the heating area of a tube is made to increase to the improvement in heat dissipation

effectiveness by making thickness of a tube thin with the abbreviation one half of elegance

conventionally. Moreover, since spacing of the clearance between tubes becomes narrow as a result of

the count of bending increasing, the fin with height conventionally lower than elegance is used. By this,

a fallen part of the thermal-conversion effectiveness at the time of using carbon dioxide gas as a

refrigerant is covered. In addition, the part and heat dissipation effectiveness which the surface area of

the tube itself increases will improve also by having divided the tube into plurality. Moreover, although
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the slot for water splash proof is formed in the end face of a tube, since a heat sinking plane product

increases also by this slot, heat dissipation effectiveness will improve also by this.

[0017] Below, the gestalt of 1 operation of this invention is explained at a detail based on a drawing.

Drawing.1 shows the outline configuration of the heat exchanger for carbon-dioxide-gas refrigerating

cycles concerning this invention.

[0018] Three tubes la, lb, and lc arranged towards leeward side at juxtaposition from the windward as

this heat exchanger is illustrated are attached in the header 4 and the header 5 by low attachment. The
slots 10a and 10b for retaining the water of condensation are formed in the edge of each tube of these.

Although the tubes la-lc of such a configuration are attached in headers 4 and 5, as shown in drawing 2

(a), opening of the installation holes 4a-4c which agree with the cross-section configuration of these

tubes la-lc is carried out, fitting of each tubes la-lc is carried out to these installation holes 4a-4c, and

low attachment is carried out at both the headers 4 and 5.

[0019] The magnitude of these installation holes 4a-4c is a small thing called 27.5x2.8 to the

conventional installation hole shown in drawing 5 being 100x5. For this reason, since the pressure

concerning each of these installation holes is reduced by about about 1 of the pressure concerning the

conventional installation hole / 10, even when it is carbon dioxide gas which requires an about 5 to 7

times [ of chlorofluocarbon ] pressure, the pressure concerning per installation hole can be

conventionally made into a pressure comparable as elegance. Therefore, even if it carries out the same
low attachment as usual, high pressure can be borne enough.

[0020] As the flowing small refrigerant hole 7 shows the high-pressure carbon dioxide gas which is a

refrigerant to the tubes la-lc attached in this installation hole at drawing 2 (b), opening is carried out to

the longitudinal direction, the magnitude of the conventional tube shown in drawnng 5 ~ the magnitude

of the installation hole 2 -- the same — that is, the magnitude of tube la shown in drawing. 2 to being

100x5 and the number of the refrigerant holes 7 being 24 is 27.5x2.8, and the number of refrigerant

holes is 18. However, this invention article is 18x3=54 to the elegance of the number of the refrigerant

holes per header being 24 conventionally. That is, many small holes are prepared. If it does in this way,

it will be because pressure resistance can be raised (since the pressure per hole becomes small), securing

the flow rate of a certain amount of refrigerant.

[0021] Since this tube is made closing in very much, it can make a bend radius small and it not only has

made [ more / conventionally ] the count folded up in a U character mold as shown in drawngJL than

elegance, but has made
[
many ] the amount of the fin located between tubes. For this reason, heat

dissipation effectiveness is improving.

[0022] Moreover, the slots 10a and 10b for water retention as it indicated to drawing 3 (A) that it will

not be flown with the air by which the water of condensation is ventilated are formed in the edge of

these tubes la-lc over that overall length. Although the air which passes a heat exchanger is cooled with

Tubes la-lc and a fin 6, the moisture in air is condensed at this time, and it adheres to the front face of

Tubes la-lc or a fin 6, and it is flown, in case this serves as waterdrop and falls. Slots 10a and 10b

prevent this water splash.

[0023] As a configuration of a slot of preventing a water splash, there is also a thing as shown in this

drawing (B). Thus, you may make it it not only to form Slots 10c and lOd in the side face of a tube, but

prepare lOe-lOh in the order side side near [ the ] the side face. If it does in this way, the effectiveness of

water retention of the water of condensation will improve further.

[0024] As shown in this drawing (C), when slot lOi ofC mold is prepared in the side face of a tube, it is

also the same as as shown in this drawing (D), when two or more fine slot lOj is prepared in the side

face of a tube.

[0025] Moreover, although what trichotomized the tube was illustrated with the gestalt of this operation,

also when the tube of three trains is unified and formed and this is used like drawing 3 (E), the above

raise in pressure-proofing and improvement in thermal efficiency can be aimed at. In addition, when
using such an unified tube, it is good for the part along which the refrigerant of a tube does not pass to

form the slots 101.-lOp for water retention not to mention preparing slot 10k for water splash proof in the

both-sides side of a tube. In addition, since the slots 101.-lOp for this water retention will function also
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as a radiation fin, they are also assisting improvement in heat exchange effectiveness.

[0026]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the heat exchanger of this invention constituted as mentioned

above, the following effectiveness is done so for every claim.

[0027] In invention according to claim 1, since between the headers of a heat exchanger was connected

with juxtaposition by two or more tubes, the pressure of the refrigerant concerning each tube can be

distributed, the pressure-proofing to a refrigerant pressure can be raised, and it can consider as the heat

exchanger suitable for the air conditioning cycle using carbon dioxide gas.

[0028] In invention according to claim 2, since the slot for water splash proof is formed in each edge of

two or more tubes, water will be retained by this slot and the water of condensation can prevent a water

splash effectively.

[Translation done.]
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